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NEW QUESTION: 1
The following subnet mask is the most suitable point to point
link
A. 255.255.255.224
B. 255.255.255.248
C. 255.255.255.252
D. 255.255.255.240
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are developing a back-end Azure App Service that scales
based on the number of messages contained in a Service Bus
queue.
A rule already exists to scale up the App Service when the
average queue length of unprocessed and valid queue messages is
greater than 1000.
You need to add a new rule that will continuously scale down
the App Service as long as the scale up condition is not met.
How should you configure the Scale rule? To answer, select the
appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
A manager identifies active privileged accounts belonging to
staff who have left the organization. Which of the following is
the threat actor In this scenario?
A. Terminated staff
B. Deleted log data
C. Unauthorized access
D. Hacktivists
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Universal Containers is bringing a new division under their
existing Customer Service Contact Center. This will involve
servicing several thousand new customers.
Which method should a consultant recommend for importing this
data into universal containers service cloud instance
A. Data Integration via SOAP API
B. Cloud-to-Cloud Integration Toolkit
C. Java Language Specific Toolkit
D. Bulk Data Transfer API

Answer: D
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